Baseball
In baseball, having superior visual skills can give players a real advantage.
Improving key vision skills is the next step in improving human performance,
one that can have broad impacts both on and off the field.
Eye Tracking and Eye Focusing

The ability to keep both eyes working in unison as they track
rapidly moving objects is one of the most important skills to
master for the game of baseball. Taking the eyes off the ball
will lead the head, body, and hands out of position.

Eye Teaming

Eye alignment can impact the perception of where the
ball is in free space and subsequently impact the timing
of actions. Whether the eyes aim in ahead or behind the
ball, players with poor eye alignment are likely to exhibit
inconsistent performance.

Anticipation Timing

The visual system provides the information needed in
order to judge when to act. The ability to anticipate the
exact moment to swing may be directly linked to eye
alignment and depth perception as much as a player’s
skill at swinging the bat.

Visual Attention (Concentration)

The ability to maintain strict focus on a specific task or
target, in spite of distractions, while also maintaining
total awareness of what is happening peripherally, is
key. It is important to filter out distractions and stay
focused on the play.

Depth Perception

Depth perception is essential when throwing
and catching, but it is also crucial for batters
to recognize the spin of the ball coming out of
the pitcher’s hand. Depth perception also helps
pitchers to locate their pitches better.

Dynamic Visual Acuity

Vision in motion, or the ability to see, interpret, and react
quickly to a rapidly moving object while also being in motion,
is a key skill for baseball players to have a competitive edge.

Eye-Hand Coordination

Ensuring the body and eyes are working together to
accurately react to the play is crucial for both batters and
fielders regardless of the action being performed.

Peripheral Awareness

A well-developed peripheral field helps athletes to see
everything at once and to sense the flow of the play. Both
pitchers and catchers must be aware of base runners when
deciding on a pick off or throw to the plate.

Reaction Time

This is the amount of time that it takes to process the visual
information, make a decision and initiate a physical response.
It’s the filler between the ‘read and react’ in every dynamic
pursuit. Increasing the speed of decision-making and the
consequent initiation of a player’s physical movements will
make their responses faster and more effective.

Visualization

Visualization is the process by which we create a visual
image based on the visual memory of an object, location,
event, or action. It is a physiologically learned skill, and
as such, helps to shorten the learning curve. Research
suggests that mental imagery can produce changes in
visual motor coordination that persist even after the images
are no longer formed; findings also suggest that the use of
mental imagery may have important practical implications.

Say Hello to Binovi
Binovi is a software-based, optometrist-lead technology solution designed
to help trainers and athletes get better results, faster.

Binovi Touch
The new Binovi Touch Saccadic Fixator combines the fundamental qualities of the original
Wayne Engineering Saccadic Fixator with innovation in almost every dimension.
We’ve gone back to the drawing board to evolve an already dependable and versatile
tool for the 21st century, ensuring both you and your athletes can get the most out of
our modernised activities. Binovi Touch is controlled through the Binovi Touch app,
connecting wirelessly to provide real-time results, a number of integrated tools, and
compatibility with many 3rd-party accessories.

Binovi Pro
The control center of the Binovi Platform, Binovi Pro allows trainers to manage the many
aspects of their athlete’s vision training regimens, track progress, and plan and assign protocols.
Get the most out of existing protocols and exercises, or create your own individual
activities or planned protocol packages! Binovi Pro integrates with the Binovi Touch
App to record and track individual user data and allows trainers to monitor trends and
progress for individuals or everyone as a whole.

Binovi Coach
A coach ignites passion, motivates, and works with people to help them achieve their goals.
Binovi Coach encourages and empowers users to confidently complete their assigned activities.
Users stay up to date with their training regimen with automatic updates coming from Binovi
Pro and can follow along with complete, step-by-step instructions including photo slideshows
and hd video demonstrations. Each user’s plan can be custom-tailored and reminders can be
sent directly either connected to exercises or through secure in-app messaging.

